Bag-of-visual-words has been shown to be a powerful image representation and attained great success in many computer vision and pattern recognition applications. Usually, for a given dataset, researchers choose to build a specific visual vocabulary from the dataset, and the problem of deriving a universal visual vocabulary is rarely addressed. Based on previous work on the classification performance with respect to visual vocabulary sizes, we arrive at a hypothesis that a universal visual vocabulary can be obtained by taking-into account the similarity extent of keypoints represented by one visual word. We then propose to use a similarity threshold-based clustering method to calculate the optimal vocabulary size, where the universal similarity threshold can be obtained empirically. With the optimal vocabulary size, the optimal visual vocabularies of limited sizes from three datasets are shown to be exchangeable and therefore universal. This result indicates that a universal and compact visual vocabulary can be built from a not too small dataset. Our work narrows the gab between bag-of-visual-words and bag-of-words, where a relatively fixed vocabulary can be used with different text datasets.
Introduction
Bag-of-visual-words is a powerful and widely used image representation in computer vision and pattern recognition applications. In this approach, salient image regions (keypoints) are detected, described, and then clustered into groups. By treating the centroid of each group as a visual word, we obtain a visual vocabulary composed of all visual words. With this vocabulary, an image can be represented as a histogram of the visual words, namely, a bag-of-visual-words [1] . Since one visual word represents one type of image patterns, a bag-of-visual-words can be regarded as the distribution of various image patterns in an image. The basic bag-of-visualwords representation captures this distribution in the whole image and ignores the spatial relationships among keypoints, and this is shown to weaken the discriminative power of this representation [2, 3] . In order to make use of the spatial information, in [4] the authors proposed to use a spatial pyramidal partition of an image and concentrate the histogram in each partition into one final description. Some other approaches to encode spatial information include [5, 6] considering that some visual words in a visual vocabulary may be more informative than the others in a specific domain, [3, 7, 8] propose to weight visual words accordingly, and [9, 10] present methods to reduce vocabulary size for better efficiency. Furthermore, it was proposed in [7] to build a vocabulary tree by hierarchical -means clustering to scale to large vocabularies and large datasets.
While the potential of bag-of-visual-words has been explored in various aspects as we briefly reviewed above, the construction of visual vocabularies almost always follows a fixed procedure; that is, randomly selecting some images from the given datasets, extracting keypoints from these images, and building the specific vocabulary by clustering in the keypoints, where the vocabulary size is selected empirically and may range from hundreds to tens of thousands [1, 4, 11, 12] . This practice is quite different from that of bag-of-words in text domain, where a universal and limited vocabulary can be used for different datasets. Noticing that bag-of-words is the counterpart and preceder of bag-ofvisual-words, we are interested to find out if it is possible to eliminate this difference and build a universal and compact visual vocabulary. By universal we mean that on different datasets, the visual vocabulary performs comparable to their specifically trained vocabularies, and thereby removing the necessity to build a specific visual vocabulary for each dataset, and by compact we mean that the vocabulary is not so large, in case users feel it is not worthwhile to use a large vocabulary. An earlier version of some works in this paper appeared in [13] .
In the literature, the most related works to ours are the ones in [14, 15] which address the problem of deriving a universal visual vocabulary. Specifically, it was empirically found in [14, 15] that the visual vocabularies trained from one dataset can be used on some other datasets without apparently harming the performance, only if the dataset is large enough. In these two papers, the vocabulary sizes are still user-defined and this implies that an inappropriate vocabulary size may lead to a universal vocabulary that performs moderately, which obviously is not what we really expect. On the contrary, in our work, the universal vocabulary is naturally derived from our work on optimal vocabulary size. Furthermore, the universal vocabulary obtained with our approach is optimal and compact, in that it can be used on different datasets to obtain the (near-)best performance, and the vocabulary size is only several thousands. These two important properties are not possessed by the universal vocabularies achieved in [14, 15] .
It should be noted that in [16, 17] , the term universal is used-with different meanings. In [16] , a universal vocabulary refers to a large vocabulary which serves as the basis of generating small and optimal vocabularies. Whereas in [17] , a universal vocabulary is built from images from all categories, in contrast to the class-specific ones built from one category. On the contrary, in this paper, a vocabulary is universal in that it can be used-with different datasets to achieve the (near-)best performance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present details on using a similarity thresholdbased clustering method and an optimal similarity threshold to determine the optimal vocabulary size for a given dataset. Then, in Section 3, we test if the optimal vocabulary trained from one dataset can be used to produce the (near-)best performance on other datasets, and thus decide if it can be used as a universal visual vocabulary. Section 4 discusses the experimental results in Sections 2 and 3 and their implications. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
Optimal Visual Vocabulary
2.1. Hypothesis. This work originates from the observations from experiments on vocabulary sizes in [3] , where it is found that with the increase of vocabulary size, the classification performance of the visual vocabulary rises dramatically until a peak is reached, and after that, the performance levels off or drops mildly. Experiments in [18] also showed that when the vocabulary size reaches a certain value, a larger size does not improve the performance further. These observations imply that the increase in vocabulary size does not definitely improve the classification performance. Instead, their exists an optimal vocabulary size for a given dataset, and the optimal size is smaller than the number of keypoints. This, in turn, indicates that if a set of keypoints are similar enough to each other, they should be represented by one single visual word, not only for efficiency reasons, but also for the best performance. With a descriptor of limited dimension, for example, SIFT, this means that all the possible keypoints can be mapped to a limited number of visual words, which can then be used as a universal visual vocabulary. Here, by optimal we mean that the vocabulary performs the (near-)best and a larger size does not pay off.
We have speculated that there should exist a universal visual vocabulary of limited size. However, it is still not clear how to derive such a visual vocabulary. Noticing that a universal visual vocabulary is the optimal one for any dataset, our solution to universal visual vocabulary derivation is to build an optimal vocabulary from a large and representative dataset, and then test if it is also the optimal ones for other datasets. For a given dataset, the optimal vocabulary is decided by the optimal vocabulary size. We already know that there exists an optimal vocabulary size for a given dataset, but we do not know how to determine the optimal vocabulary size. Empirically selecting such a size is not a good option, because the optimal vocabulary size varies from dataset to dataset, and there are so many sizes to test for each dataset. In fact, we propose to use a similarity threshold-based clustering method and an optimal similarity threshold to determine the optimal vocabulary size for a given dataset. After the optimal vocabularies for some datasets are obtained bymeans clustering, we test if they are also the optimal ones for other datasets to decide if they can be treated as universal visual vocabularies.
Determining the optimal vocabulary size is the key step in building the optimal vocabulary from a given dataset. While [3, 18] show that there exists an optimal vocabulary size smaller than the number of training descriptors for a given dataset, they do not provide the reason behind the observation and provide a solution to find the optimal size. Instead, they just test many sizes and select the best performing one. In this paper, we intend to analyze the reasons behind the observations and then derive a method to determine the optimal visual vocabulary size.
Similarity Based Clustering Method.
With the popular detectors, for example, DoG used in SIFT [19] , usually at least hundreds of keypoints can be detected from one image. Therefore, with only hundreds of training images, we can obtain at lease tens of thousands of training keypoints. In this case, using a vocabulary size of several hundreds implies that a large number of keypoints are clustered into one single group and are represented by one single visual word. This often means a large intracluster dissimilarity and leads to little discriminating power of the vocabulary. With the increase of vocabulary size, one visual word tends to represent only similar keypoints and the discriminating power of the vocabulary tends to increase. In this way, a larger vocabulary should performs better until the largest vocabulary size, that is, the number of keypoints, is reached. However, the experiments in [3, 18] show that when the vocabulary size is large enough (i.e., the optimal size observed), a larger size does not result in performance gain. This further indicates that if a set of keypoints are similar enough, they should be clustered into one single group and represented by one single visual word, instead of many different visual words, respectively. This is a very important conclusion and it serves as the basis of deriving a universal visual vocabulary which is optimal and of limited size. Therefore, in the following, we explain it in a little more detail.
Firstly, at the optimal size, the keypoints represented by one visual word are so similar that they actually describe the same image pattern and their difference is too small to be taken into account. Secondly, the difference in keypoints represented by the same visual word may be caused by noise and thus should be ignored. This viewpoint is also supported by the work on local descriptors matching in [20] and visual words weighting scheme in [3] . In [20] , we show that in straightforward local keypoints matching, the number of matched keypoint types is a better image similarity measure than that of the number of matched keypoints. Here, by type, we mean that one type of keypoints are very similar to each other and thus should be regarded as of one type. In [3] , experiments on binary weighting and termfrequency weighting indicate that when the vocabulary size is large enough, the count of keypoints in one visual word provides no more useful information than the presence or absence of the visual word. If we regard the keypoints of enough similarity as of one type, all these works lead to the same conclusion that it is better to treat keypoints by types than individually. In other words, in bag-of-visual-words representation, the optimal vocabulary size should be equal to the number of training keypoints types, and not the number of training keypoints. Now what is left for us to do is to define when a set of keypoints can be regarded as of one type and calculate the number of keypoint types among keypoints.
Since the keypoints of one type are similar to each other, we use a similarity threshold to define the notion of keypoint type. Specifically, we regard a set of keypoints as of one type if their similarities with their mean are all above a threshold th . In order to calculate the number of keypoint types among training descriptors, we need to do clustering among keypoints where each cluster corresponds to one keypoint type. Besides, we want the number of clusters to be minimized so that all keypoints of one type are really grouped into one cluster. Since the number of clusters is not known beforehand, the -means-like clustering methods cannot be used here. Based on our previous work [13, 21] , we propose to use the following similarity threshold based clustering method.
(1) Label all training keypoints as unclustered. The above presented is a simple clustering procedure to serve our purpose of obtaining a clustering with minimal clusters and each cluster corresponds to one keypoint type. Although we do not have theoretical evidence that this clustering procedure is guaranteed to converge and minimize the number of clusters, all our experiments show that the number of clusters obtained decreases gradually and tends to be stable after 5 iterations. Recalling that the performance of bag-of-visual-words is not sensitive to small changes in vocabulary size, we stick to this procedure in this paper and use the results after 10 iterations in all experiments.
Different from the traditional clustering methods which strengthen high intracluster similarity and low intercluster similarity, our clustering method requires all clusters to have an identical distribution range determined by the similarity threshold. In other words, our clustering method actually seeks to obtain an even and disjoint partition of the keypoint feature space by a set of hyperspheres whose radii are determined by the similarity threshold. Since the features in each hypersphere are represented by visual words, the visual vocabulary obtained in this way covers the whole feature space and is guaranteed to be of the minimum size. This visual vocabulary can therefore be regarded as a universal one and used-with any datasets. Here, we see that the similarity threshold, based clustering method is not a clustering method in the strict sense, and it is just an approach to find the similarity extent of one visual word in the universal visual vocabulary.
Optimal Similarity Threshold.
In order to determine the optimal vocabulary size, we still need an appropriate selection of the similarity threshold th . By definition, th decides if a set of keypoints should be treated as of one type. Theoretically deriving such a threshold, if feasible, is out of our scope in this paper as it may involves physiological and psychological issues. Instead, we choose to empirically select the optimal similarity threshold th . In the first step, we test several candidates of th on different datasets and check if the best performing candidates coincidence with each other. If a unique best performing th is identified, the corresponding vocabulary size is then compared with other candidate sizes to see if it is the best performing one. It should be pointed out that in our experiments, the similarity threshold based clustering is only used to determine the vocabulary size, and the vector quantization with all vocabulary sizes is done with -means clustering method. In this way, we make sure that the performance difference of different vocabulary sizes is not due to different clustering methods.
The experimental setup is as follows. DoG and SIFT [19] is used to detect and describe keypoints, and cosine similarity is selected as the keypoints similarity measure.
We do SVM classification on three diverse datasets: Caltech-101 [22] , Scene-15 [4, 23, 24] , and Event-8 [25] . With the well known Caltech-101, we randomly select 30 images per class as training and up to 15 images in the remaining as testing. Different from some of the literature using only 101 classes, here we test with all 102 classes. The Scene-15 dataset is composed of images of 15 classes with 200 to 400 images in each class. Following the setup in [4] , we use 100 randomly selected images per class in training and all the others in testing. The Event-8 dataset contains images of 8 sports categories and each category has 130 to 250 images. This dataset is challenging for classification, not just in classifying events from static images, but that cluttered and diverse background, and various poses, sizes, and views of foreground objects are involved. We follow the setup in [25] , that is, randomly selecting 70 images per class as training and another 60 images as testing.
We build the visual vocabularies of each dataset based on a set of randomly selected images from the dataset. In order to avoid any additional influence on the classification performance, the bag-of-visual-words histograms are built in the whole image, that is, at spatial pyramid level 0. In classification, we use term-frequency weighting scheme to build linear kernels. The multiclass SVM is trained in a oneversus-all setup and the regulation parameter is fixed to be 1000. For all three datasets, we test with 10 training-testing splits and report the mean results. The performance measure adopted is the mean recognition rate per class. Note that in all our experiments, we use visual words without spatial information or special kernel; therefore, we do not expect to obtain superior classification performance comparable to the state-of-the-art. What is really important here is the trend of recognition rates with respect to the vocabulary sizes.
In the first step, we compare the performance of 4 candidate similarity thresholds 0.7, 0.75, 0.8, and 0.85. We do not adopt larger or smaller candidates as they produce extremely large or small vocabulary sizes that are obviously far from the optimal ones in our experiments. The four sizes calculated with similarity based clustering are 544, 2323, 12593, and 88328 for Caltech-101; 455, 1790, 9208, and 59539 for Event-8; and 560, 2378, 13124, and 92735 for Scene-15. The classification rates are reported in Figure 1 , where we use similarity thresholds instead of the specific vocabulary sizes to show the trend more evidently. From this figure, we find that the vocabulary sizes from th = 0.75 and th = 0.8 perform the best.
We then compare the vocabulary sizes from these two optimal similarity thresholds with other sizes 100, 1000, 10000, 50000, and 100000 to check if they still perform the best. The results are shown in Table 1 . As the optimal sizes corresponding to similarity thresholds 0.75 and 0.8 are different for different datasets, in the leftmost column we use th = 0.75 and th = 0.8 to represent their respective sizes.
It is evident from Table 1 that the vocabulary sizes from th = 0.75 and th = 0.8 perform the best or near-best among all sizes with three datasets. This confirms that th = 0.75 and th = 0.8 can be used to produce the optimal vocabulary size. Taking into account the small performance difference and large size difference between thresholds 0.8 and 0.75, we In this, section we present a similarity threshold based clustering method to determine the optimal vocabulary size for a given dataset. Although the similarity threshold is determined empirically, this method cannot be regarded as just transforming the problem of determining in -means to the one of determining th . For different datasets the optimal vocabulary sizes are usually different, as shown in Table 1 . This implies that one cannot select the optimal vocabulary size from one dataset and apply this size to other datasets.
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Whereas with our similarity threshold based clustering method, the different optimal vocabulary sizes from different datasets correspond to a relatively fixed threshold th . This means that we can use this threshold to compute the optimal vocabulary size for a newly given dataset. More importantly, the results of this section support our hypothesis that the whole feature space can be mapped to a limited number of visual words, as one visual word is able to represent a set of keypoints that are similar enough. As shown in Section 3, this hypothesis is the basis of obtaining a universal and compact visual vocabulary.
Universal Visual Vocabulary
With a given dataset, researchers usually choose to build a specific visual vocabulary, instead of using an existing universal vocabulary. One possible explanation is that researchers tend to believe that the optimal visual vocabulary is data dependent and must be built specifically. However, the existence of an optimal visual vocabulary size smaller than the number of keypoints indicates that if some keypoints are similar enough, they should be grouped into one cluster and represented by one single visual word, but not by different visual words separately. This further implies that all keypoints can be mapped to a limited number of visual words. With the visual vocabulary obtained this way, all image patterns with semantic meanings can be represented with enough precision. This amounts to say that the images from any datasets can be represented accurately by this vocabulary; that is, this vocabulary is universal across datasets.
Recall that the optimal similarity threshold sets a criterion for keypoints to be mapped to one single visual word. Theoretically it is possible to enumerate all the possible visual words with the optimal similarity threshold th . However, it is not clear if all these image patterns represented by the vocabulary occur frequently in images or have semantic meanings. In other words, by enumerating all possible image pattern types, we may obtain a visual vocabulary that is complete but of a very large size. Nevertheless, many of these image patterns may rarely appear in real images. This causes unnecessary computation load and reduces the necessity of obtaining a universal vocabulary. Therefore, in this paper, we resort to empirical methods.
In Section 2, we have computed the optimal visual vocabularies for three datasets, which we refer to as voc-caltech, voc-event, and voc-scene, respectively. Here, we interchange the roles of datasets and visual vocabularies to check if different visual vocabularies produce a large performance difference on the same datasets. Take voc-caltech for example, we use it on Event-8 and Scene-15 and see if it performs comparably to voc-event and voc-scene, respectively. The comparison is shown in Figure 2 .
Contrary to the traditional viewpoint that a good visual vocabulary is data dependent, we found from the comparison in Figure 2 that with each dataset, the visual vocabularies built with the three datasets perform rather similarly. This seems to imply that the visual vocabularies built from different datasets have a rather larger portion of visual words in common. In order to validate this viewpoint, we calculate the pairwise similarity between three vocabularies. Specifically, for each visual word in one vocabulary, we compute its cosine similarity with its closest counterpart in the other vocabulary. For all the 6 cases, that is, Caltech-Event, EventCaltech, Caltech-Scene, Scene-Caltech, Event-Scene, and Scene-Event, almost all visual words have > 0.9 similarity with their counterparts in other vocabularies, and over 60% of the visual words have > 0.95 similarity. These results confirm that the three vocabularies are very similar to each other. This is interesting as the descriptors from three diverse datasets are mapped to almost identical vocabularies with our optimal vocabulary sizes. This observation confirms our belief that there does exist a universal visual vocabulary and the difference in appearances of images is only caused by the different distribution of image patterns represented by these visual words in the vocabulary. In other words, the experiments indicate that obtaining a universal visual vocabulary is not only theoretically sound, but practically feasible.
In [14] , the authors conclude through experiments that with a given vocabulary size large enough, the visual vocabularies built from different datasets are exchangeable without harming the classification performance evidently. Therefore, a large vocabulary needs to be computed only once and can be used as a universal one. However, it is not clear if the universal visual vocabulary obtained this way is optimal or suboptimal. A vocabulary that is universal but performs ordinarily is not what we need definitely. In this paper, we arrive at much more powerful conclusions. When we say an optimal vocabulary is universal, our meaning is threefold. Firstly, the vocabulary can be used on other datasets to obtain comparable performance as their specific vocabulary. Secondly, our vocabulary is optimal in that it can produce the best or near-best performance on any datasets. Thirdly, our optimal vocabularies are of limited size (1000 to several thousands). This not only means efficiency in classification, but implies that a very large vocabulary may not be necessary at all. To sum up, in this paper, we provide an approach to produce a vocabulary that is universal, optimal, and compact.
Although currently we only test the approach on three datasets, we also note that all the three datasets contain objects of diverse types and large variations, and are thus rather representative. In the next step, we will extend the experiments to more and larger datasets, for example, Caltech-256 [26] , Oxford flowers [27] , NUS-WIDE [28] , and Graz [29] , and so forth, in order to finally produce a universal visual vocabulary, which can be used in a large number of datasets for the best or near-best performance.
Discussion
Our work in this paper is motivated from the difference between bag-of-words and bag-of-visual-words and also the experiments in [3] . Since bag-of-words is the counterpart and preceder of bag-of-visual-words, we expect them to share some common properties. However, we observe that in text domain, a universal vocabulary of relatively fixed size can be used on different datasets, whereas in image domain the visual vocabularies are usually built specifically for given datasets and the vocabulary sizes are user-defined or determined empirically. On the other hand, the experiments in [3, 18] indicate that for an image dataset, the best performing vocabulary size is smaller than the number of keypoints. In other words, if some keypoints are similar enough to each other, they should be represented by one single visual word instead of many different visual words separately in order to obtain the best performance. From this perspective, we see that with any descriptor of limited dimension, all the possible keypoints can be represented by a limited number of visual words. Since this vocabulary of limited size covers the whole feature space, it can be used as a universal visual vocabulary. In Sections 2 and 3, we empirically validate this hypothesis. The existence of a universal and compact visual vocabulary can be understood as follows. In the text domain, the number of words with semantic meanings is limited and the vocabulary is of a limited size. However, this vocabulary of limited size is able to deliver numerous meanings which we intend to express. The reason, in our opinion, lies in that each word in the vocabulary delivers not just one basic meaning, but also some other meanings similar enough to the basic one. In other words, each word in the vocabulary covers not just one point in the space of semantic meanings, but also the neighborhood of the point. In this way, a vocabulary of limited size is able to cover the whole space of semantic meanings and be used as a universal vocabulary. From this perspective, it is easy to understand why a compact visual vocabulary is able to represent all the image patterns with semantic meanings accurately and is universal across image datasets.
The observation in [3] that a larger size than the optimal may result in performance loss is explained in the following. Theoretically, visual vocabularies of optimal and larger sizes are all able to describe all the possible image patterns and their performances should be identical. However, with the increase of vocabulary sizes, the number of keypoints represented by one visual word tends to decrease. As a result, the calculation of a visual word as the centroid of a group of keypoints is more likely to be influenced by noise, which, in turn, harms the performance of visual vocabularies. Another interesting observation is that the optimal vocabularies from different datasets are of different sizes and they all can be used as the universal one. Our explanation is that when the vocabulary size is large enough, the relatively small variance in vocabulary sizes has little influence on the representation of image content, as illustrated in Table 1 .
Based on the above analysis and the experimental results in Sections 2 and 3, we believe we have found out something related to the mechanism of bag-of-visual-words. In the next step, we plan to deepen our work by borrowing ideas and methods from related domains, for example, data-driven approaches [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] and psychological research.
Conclusion
Bag-of-visual-words is an important image representation and has been widely used in computer vision and pattern recognition problems. While much works have been published surrounding this representation, almost all existing works are based on the implicit assumption that a good visual vocabulary is data dependent. The problem of building a universal visual vocabulary of limited size is rarely touched.
Based on previous works on classification performance with respect to the vocabulary sizes, we arrive at the hypothesis that when features are similar enough, they should be represented by one visual word in order to obtain the best classification results. This further indicates that the whole feature space can be represented by a limited number of visual words, which constitute a universal visual vocabulary of limited size.
Starting from this hypothesis, we proposed to use a similarity threshold based clustering method to calculate the optimal vocabulary size for a given dataset. The optimal vocabulary size is then used to generate the optimal visual vocabulary for the dataset. In the experiments, we found that the three optimal vocabularies of limited sizes (several thousands) built from three datasets separately are very similar to each other, and any of them can be used to generate the best or near-best performance with all three datasets. This encouraging result indicates that with more datasets involved, it is really feasible to obtain a universal and compact visual vocabulary to be used in any datasets to generate (near-)best performance.
We analyzed the reasons behind the existence of a universal and compact visual vocabulary and other related phenomena observed in experiments. Based on the experiments and our analysis, we believe that we have found out something underlying the behavior of the bag-of-visual-words representation. Since in text domain a universal vocabulary is usually used with different datasets, our work narrows the gap between bag-of-visual-words and bag-of-words. This may lead to new approaches to explore the potential of the bag-ofvisual-words representation and other image representation methods.
